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The Politics

fl

Of Evaluation and A4Ontability on the School

Jose Orlallo Toro

sentation deliveredOt the Annual Meeting
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i

Unlike most other p ofessions, politics is an art available

to anyone and practiced bye yone. Teachers engage it, doctors

dabblelin it and lawyers seem be perfect at it; Some play it

welli others; do it badly,, but interestingly enough, only the pro-
.

.0
fessional politician is said to give politics a/bad name. Still,

it is a very politive statement, since it implies.something good

about fraiitics, .Apparently, it's the politician that we must watch

out for. Politicsjtself is a- healthy °acitivaty to participate in.

So it-goes.

We are.not'surprised then to ind that the polities of

evaluation and accountability is-n t practiced solely by evaluators

and accountants. Everyone dOes, t. Yet no one will say that

evalOators,give evaluation a b d name. So who does--for a bad name

it trulOhas. Couple 'it wit accountability and the'response is.-

akin to near hysteria. 0 eriti&describes accountability

contrived smokescreen to/confuse the public
)

and distract attention

from they real itsueS'f cing American.schoOls.": What have evaluation
,

and accountability d e to deserve 'such, a bad press? Decision-making

may have something to do with it.
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Where-ithere is.no choice, there'is no decision. But where

there exists the possibility ofitwo or more aTternattive courses Of

action, there a.decision situation exists- -and interestihgly 'enough,.
.

the potential' for plilitical confrontation and the ensuing conflict

,that usually accompanies it.

A decision situation is not necessarily political; it only

embodies the potential to.become political. Thispotential is
. .

realized when the decision' situation attracts a following or a'

constituency and the question of who(decides As raisedhat ig,

who chooses. ;When this-constituen61 is of one thinking and can

-easily decidg upoh.the alternative course(s) of fiction, it has .a

memllership wOrking'in harmony. -But, as Bertr d. Russell' teaches, us,

"Conventional morality lgads.us- to expect u selfishness. in decent

people, This is an error. " So, the realty of decision situations

it that they attract different constit encies pursulng their Own

( 1

selfish Nterests. Each camp seeks o influence the final.determination
a

of the decisionvand carries out .pa tisan.activities ,tb ensure that

/.

its views- prevail'. When arbitr tion As difficult and the differences

n points of yiew not easily egotiable, the politics'of:cori4ontation
../

ewge..

Evaluation and accour tability are frb.ught with, decisiqn ,

situations.

4

On the 'school scene these drision lations attract

many cOnstituencies bent influencing the eval ating"or the

4

yt
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accounting proceSs in line with the preferences of their. members.

Each camp seeks to,commend.credit for possible success but wield

their power avoid blame for any possible failure..:The politics

of evaluatio-n then encOMpasses -all activities carried out to

ipfluence the evaluation- -which in-some cases might mean preventing

the evaluiption fromtaking place. :These activitiespare obstdcles

to conducting the evaluation and terukto distort the evaluation and

its finding. In their-most negative forms they result >in a biased

evaluation with uselessjindings. Political goalS, however°, may

have been met.
0 '

, .

The politics ofevaluation'on the school scene begins then

,with the emergence of Conflicting views ahthe taking of. sides to

..influende the final:outcpmes. of' the eValuation; What gives rise to

-different views and what_ brings-. them in conflict?
-0

Do you believe that the. goals of youi school are already

established or that the right to set such goals is already assigned

to,especific .group? Pr,-.10 you believe that school goals must
.

'constantly be negotiated among diffetzent power roups.since.go4ls

appropriate to one groupay not b6 beneficial t others? Should
6 °

the schools focus on the development of skills, tellect, or morality;

or car they acconmodate all three values?. The an hropologist

,

Anthony Wallace tells us that conservatite societ-i s need skills to

maintain the existing,..order and therefore give skill developmerit a
, - s .

.,, .

/top Oiority. Ed Gordon of Columbia University obs ryes that w ile
/

/- ,

/

/



\
our schools are operated by a society which maintains the status quo,

what poor people and minorities need is not maintenance of the

status quo but radical change., Such °change necessitates the

develorc-ment of art awareness..for ituman right and 'hunianistic concerns,

a morality, which is perceived as being developed by the intellectual

e
function. 'Thus," Gordon says, "the overall purpose.of the. school

is' not consistent with the basic ,neecN of sdisa8vanta6ed

.,

If the ,goalsoof a school are already set and focus on the

development of skills then evaluation takes the form of comparing,

goals and outcomes, the .development of standards, and is dependency/

on the use of written tests. Where no such agreement exists, then

the 'goals may have to be evalAted arrd investigated, usually arrietr

out through a "needs assessment." The conflict between values

inherent in existing goals and thp values .that determine' new goals.

is compounded by the ,need to choose strategies for: either

" set of goals. If thts political proces'is not properly understood

and appropriately dealt wi'h, it Can distort an evolution that

initially beg'ins with biased goals,.

Another major source of conflict in the area of evaluation
V..

0 IV

Centers on the.p.urdlyecOnomic question of resources and,the benefits.:.;

to be expected from them. Simply.worded,,thb question asks, "Are

the measured benefits of the program worth the, costs, relative to

possible alternative prplrams` (including existing practices), ?"
.4
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The opportunity for anyone; o play:the political gameis now`fully

realized. Questions)Of priorities, efficiency, and effectiveness

arise that are not easily solved by politics or present technotvgies,

The questions raise Problems. that are incredibly complex in areas

wherelwe have insufficient knowledge; "Yet `someone will make A

dete ination of priorities if by no other simple means .than by

app4./idb a budget. As the researcher Carol Weiss states, "We

are still in the business of policy-hatching on a trial-and-error

basil in the absence of research kdowledge." And,somepne will also

judge uccess or failure. But what measures will they use? And,

\

who wit decide and who Will judge?

Conflict.also arises I;y \the way evaluation and accountability
0

are perceived by competing fa?tions. Although accountability-
I

T t A

overlaps emaquation, and is a form of educational evaluation,
0 4,

'evaluation and accountbili4 are not pdnceived to'be the Same.,

Both concepts are concerned with the effects of school,experiences

on students - -'are the schools-iving up to their claims2'o Evaluation,

however, has tended to be associated primarily with educational

effeotiveness---'are'we succeeding in what we set out to do?' This

is usu'ally.an internal process conducted within the school 'system

by staff for internal decision-makipg. Most decision situations in

the school scene/are therefore decided and 'judged internally. On

the other hand, calls for accountability tend to come from outside

the schbol system and include an external judgment. Although,



.

accountability. also encompasses: effectiveness, its main concern

appears to be with efficiency-:.'what are we'getting for our money

'and how well are we.gettintg it?' Accouritibility asks for evidence

that supports the schools' claims; .of what they have.done. It

demands public exposure of the schools internally-Made decisions

and opens a closed system to public scrutiny. It is, acknowledging
A

"the public's right to know what actions have been taken in the

schools it supports and effective these.actiops.have teen."

Accountability is a process disliked by school people whosee it

. .

as vindictive and a form of outside interference in their profeSO.onal

.affairs.
1

t ,.

.
,

.

I taught science and.English at a junior high school in New
41,

York City where subsequent to my'teaChing assignment I served as

the school librarian. That was only some 12 years ago and little

seems to have.chanoed in the expressed concerns of that experience.

All students in the school were grouped in classes..according to

abilities, and subject classes were assigned to teachers ,by seniority--

that is--the more experienced teachers taught the brighterts6,0ents.

Information for deciding'inAat class to place students came from

*-standardized mathematics and English writtem tests: The special

'enrichment classes had arNdditional requirement. Decision:

making was quir&a simple procegs and so was the process of'

evaluation. I was ,considered a successful and ablefteacher

3

butwas never informed that I had been evaluated. If it



occurred, I never knew aboUt it. Wher I took over the school library.,

I rose in prestige and status among My colleagues, again not because

of an evaluation,. but'because I did not have ainy teaching:assignments.

From the view of my, cdlleagues, the library assignment .was a plum job.

While ins,my teaching.assignMent, like. other' teathers,g .graded

students.and:constructed.tests. The quality of test construction

.and of grading' suffered from a lack of, knowledge about test constrOction:.

and, the absence of any policy At certain ability levels

the brighter students.were adminiStered tests designed by the central,'

,Boardbut their -;effect upOn grades wat.,:a teacher's prerogative.The'

grading.

major component of a student's final grade I remember was the finagle

factor - -a judicious adjustment of the;itUdent'S grade that took into-
.

account the weaknesses of his human'tharacter and the i!eaknesses of

my tethnology'.. The 'pracf-ree in total was grading- and some glorified

the practice,:by calling ii.theasurement.OFeW teachers, however,. eves

made the error' of identifying measureMent.withevaluation That
.

41

was an error to be committed by the administration. For the most

part; teachers did not make this mistake since they considered

evaluation as something-which was done to, please evaluators.

And what about evaluation in the school lihrary.

since, I did not assign .grades; my role waSto help 'grade eaChers..1.:,

papers at final examination time and to providespace f4r feathers
..

g'radingt0ir papers. Evaluation never touched the library, or

so it appeared.

4
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In general, much )ip servite was ;aid to evaluation. The
-

concepts, however, wereseldom understood, and the procedures and

techniques rarely used. What does an.evaluation tell you anyway

that you did not know before?' There was a definite distrust of

evaluation and doubts that it could accomplish anything. Why this

feeling and has it changed?

We were all aware then Of the limitations Of our craft, The.

individual teachers were concerned with the gap between their

expectationsand their actual performance.. The profession seemed

to.deMand too_ much .and We:performeditOo little. This pressure upon

teachers bas not changed. Veknew_then, and still know very little
.

about the nature of learning. 'When seerOn their broader societal'

context we find that we simply do .not have the knowledge to treat

serious problems directly affectOg the learning of large numbers

d'r our pOpulation. However, what we'do know is rarely. applied.

Measurement has its limits but progress has been made in its use

for destribing,* assessing our problems. We know more than is

being practiced apd the reality,-as DeProspQ points Out concerning

evaluation,' is thatthe art and skill, of evaluation as practiced

remains undeveloped--I would add untried. If known evaLtiqn

techniques are not practiced, then one should-expect the "political

realities" of life to fill the void.



the past several years, at least five national, commissions

have examined the current scene in American secondary' Oucation.
.

It's impressive to note what they agree on that "directly concerns

,us today. First, they observe that high schools lack clear goals,

*which is not difficult toiunderstand. The schools' primary objective

is to educate 'Students, .yet, the schools 'Must politically interact_

With the'community and demonstrate results of,interest to the
a.

community. Everything they do is therefore not in the interest of

the students(- education. 4e Schools, however, are still-seen as

pursuing 1,1,4 n,exceedinglY narrow task even though they ve surrounded

by multiple social demands:" The comMissions recommend that schools

';define appropriafe educational goals that go beyond the primarily.

cognitive and encompass a fuller range of human .conCerns." This

recommendation declares that' the goals are .still not set.' Obviously,

some confrontation shoUld be 'expected from those who feel the goals,

are already set. the conflict,however, does present the op0OrtunitY

to employ available technology evaluativg research to conduct an

empirical investigatiron of such goals Suar an -approaoh would entail

* carryinvfout a "needs assessment" that provides everyone in the

schOol system with information for initiating their own planning and

evaluation. It can also assist a in defining policy for t011 appropriate.

use and interpretation of measurement instruments used' by departments

in their evaluation efforts. And most importantly, a needs assessment
...

can identify the required competencies lackinp within the staff to

conduct such evaluation tasks and point to needed training.



also recommend the establishment and support of pilot programs to try

out some of these ew ideas. They concede though that carry-Mg put
P .

New gbals 'iuiply.neW. drection's._ Thi reports.tif the -Cornqiissions

ese suggestions- will detiand;the. use of new methods of evaruation
. ,

and new measures that will gaugother mode's of growth beyond the
\ - -

narrow cognitive measures now employed.. SUCh new directions they

concede are.beyond the grasp of any single. constituency and =j11

require the-participation of a variety of, constituencies around key

edUcational quettions. One cannot epcape the obvious truth that

eduNtional or-range is a political process.

The- demand', for more evalation of .educational -programs is

increasing. And ilthOligh evaluation can be of tremendous assistance
o

.

in bringing about educational. change,' it s still threatening to

school 'administrators and This may be due in part to a

s i gni fi cant number `of ,eval uations produci ng. negative findings ,,,'But

'teachers and administrators are not defenseless, and when threatened.

cankalso play the political genie of evaluation. The defense

mechartiSms 'employed by them are many.

Negative findings can .beuexplained away"Wery easily through

.rational izations If. those .for iWhom the' program was desned do not
,

benefit, others did, and without the program they could not' have t
benefitted. Something gtiod, so: goes the argument, di'd emerge from

. . .

th6rogram. Or, if th6Se .who- really needed the program di'd not
. .

, A

participate, then the program's effectiveness cannot be 'assessed.'



It is best, ROI/ever, to ilead 'the-eyaluatibn off:at-the pasS
, ..

befeirec pr_oducesnegati:yek.fFndings, ,and to prevent jt,-1from taking

pface at You can. 1 nS'ist that what you are doing has l ong;

range- effects and its' effectiveness eennot.presently be In.easuree

Or; you can argue :that the.cothplexity of what yOu are doing just

cannot be measured, If yoU ddthake the mistake ,of alluding-to ,some

small but i.gnif-'4:cant resuLts that yoU have observed, Insist.that

available ;instruments cannot,theasize them

If faced with the prospect of haritng to .accept'the conduct
.

the eialuat'ion, the. politics of evaluation-will still provide
.

,you with somfurthei- defenses,: The, aim now is to employ some

time-tested techniques -to -distort .the final -eve-Nation, 'rendering..
. . . . .

useless For exaalpl e , ,pretend. you bel i eve in the, merits, of an -

objective evaluation, thereby promoting a favorable,jmage

yourself. You,:are'never going to do.it, but it's the best,-"posture"

to take for distorting. the .0al uaii on Or , take a -1 ook at your

;present program and see Khere you are successful.. Now select those

aspects that appear successful and' conikt.the.evaluation thefi., If
that !'eye-wasr doesn't 'work, then rya good "White-wash." .Where you .'

note failure,in the pfoTm, Secure "testimbnIals" from people who/
like yoU and-gUpport youric, efforts before someone.feom the other. camp

.

proposes an objective apnraisal. However, if the fallureS are

major,' then try the technique of Hsubstitution"''by'shisfttng the
..

focus to some minor part that has succeeded., And .finally, delay

, f"-

.



or prolong the evaluation asmuch as possible since in time everyone
N

will forget what it was they were all concerned about. Also,

"postponeMent" will remove that quality of timeliness that makes

the" information soiuseful, k Do you 'recognize the game?

Most of u§ of course, are familia): with the golden rule. of

12

the politics of evaluation"Do unto 'others, as they would do unto-
.

you." Now, every once in a while, a program. comes into existence
o.

that attracts too much attention to iself.. From power interests

within the admin4Sfration or the school system emerge
,'%

Every now and' then one of thee coalitions will submerge and employ

tactics .of a "submarine." Their ultimate aim is to torpedo or

destroy the program4'regardiess f its worth. Their chief' weapon is
N

evaluation -the politics of evaluation.

What has eAluation,done to deserve such a bad press?

Because decent people, following their own selfish intere
. ,

the concepts of evaluation and distort its findings

When ;Icientists assume that they can apply logic to the ways
6-

A properly. conductedof nature they assume that nature is reasonable.

evaluation assumes that rigoroas methods of-logic will be applied
g

in its investigations. What is implied by these agsumptions when

they are applied to the refusal ,of administrators and educators to

quantify objeal yes , that is, when they say that a particalar



objective cannot'be measured? It may imply a serious distrusf of
,

reason and the belief that logic cannot be applied to thelr'own.area.

f
of activity. This unreasonableness may have been a major impetus

13-

"for the rise oT the accountability movement.

-I was able to closely observe the-politics of accountability

when following my school experience I served. as director of a

community gUidance'agency in Manhattan. The agency was privately

financed and founded by ,leaders of the°Puerto Rican Community in

New York City to provide guidance services needed by Puerto Rican.

students who were not receiving these services in the schools. We

talked a lothen abOlit accountability, and also acted 'on. what we

thought were some reasOnableassumptionS: Interestingly enough

the model foaccountability designer several years later at etfucational

Testing Service for New. York City, was based on similar psumption's.,

sic assumption of this it del is that where educational deficiencies

occur, methods can be found tg eliminate or decrease them. Considering*

the billions of dollars spent-each year on education:is this a

A

reasonable expectation to assume? But let usilot,get diverted by

the money issue, for that is only One aspect of accountability, and

too much emphasis has been placed upon it Our community'S perception

of accountability then concerned equality of educational opportunity

and participation in the formulation of polici .

Our concern with equality of ,educational opportunity was

,obvious. Our children were failing'to learn and the schools were not
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. responding. Drop-out and unemplunent rates told us 'Iwo' things:

.(1) the problem will get worse with time and (2)\..both the individual

Puerto Rican and the community would get hurt--the individual

Puerto Rican'because he would not be able to achieve the standards
o

lk expected/1)y the-larger society* and, the community because

not be able to produce the'doctors, lawyers,teathers, arid other

service workers it. needed, including its political leaders. -The

tr.

frustration for the community was simple. Pt could not identify

the authorities, be they individual or agencies, who were to be

-

held responsible and accountable for the conditions-in the schools.

The answer therefore. was obvious: ParticipatiOn in the affairs.of

the school system for the purpose of controlling school policy-=the

.\
direct application of ihe_politics of accountability.

!. c'
.

, Our-target was the Central Board of Education. Using the

- t
facilities of the agency a verbal and capable group of professionals.

who were politically astute was. organized*Wnegotiate withAhe

Central Board. One evenijng a month members of the Central Board met

.

with us in my office to discbss policy.and programs direttly affecting

the-Puerto Rican student. We learned a lot, bbt it took us time

The Central Board consisted of some very 'decent but unresponsive

human beings; 'They espoused some very-liberal views,and showed some

compassion for our cause. But we could not achieve any results through

them. I myself devised a personal theory to explain the impass.

These people were truly not the power. They were only a buffer zone
9

o

a

0



for the real, power hjding behind t'em. But it seemed to me that to

be a part of-that buffer zone the r ward had to be very great or you

had to be .a masochist.

P
The next step of course is history. We, were not the only

grOvq.negotiating with the Central 8oard. Coaaittons were formed
mp

and strategy was changed to control, the lecal-dittricts-the strategy.

ofdecentralizationandthe emergence,ofthe noisy forces. rcame.

to work for the College Entrance examlnation Board. 8 years ago and

the confrontation continues..

a

And as a matter of fact,so it contAnues everywhere else. A

study titled Governing American Schools was published last year on
-

a research project that began in1968 that looked at the political

.

YL

nature of the lOcal school district. Of concern to us- is the strong

correption .between the level of political activity. in a school

district and the responsiveRsS of school board members to their

constituents, The study reveals that American school boards are

generally Unresponsive to the wishes of their constituents, but

in most districts the.superintendent is so dominant that the

drza

unresponsiveness of the board is of little practical consequence.

In fact, in political districts where school gdards, were willing'

to oppose their superintendent is where-the study finds they were

least likely to succeed in overrUlingIlim. Howdoes one then make

local schoOlt more rOpontille to the people'they serve? Maybethat

he. true issue iwaccduntability.
r

a.
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The technical assistance needed by community grou0s to evaluate

Chool programs js increasingly:being provided by external evaluators...

The external evaluators major 'interest isln dest,r4bing what took

plate 4n a giVen education setting and judging what resulted from it

Their role is one of appraising educational procedures'and results.

This is slightly diffdrent from the major. interests of administrators

and 'teachers who use evaluation for the purpose of obtaining data on

7
which to base dectsions'affecting students, and to determine-the*

o

effectiveness of-their programs: These are important difference

that can be recopciled, the ideal I would think is for the e ernal

evaluators to base their.findings on "the data used by.admini trators

and teachers in their decision- making. But this assumes existence'

of'an internal evaluation data collectiq s stemiwjthin he school

system that is objective and dependable - -whiff is rare y the Case.

"Teacher grades of students'. perfotibance are extreme y unreliable"

Y:
teathers do not correlate with each otiperJnigrad s assigned to' -the

. . ..
. .

same student." Outside evaluat0s, to meet'acca ntabiltty requirements
1

ii , Q.

- ,

I

in an objective manner, are therefore turning i creasinglyto the
. .,

use of standardized achievement tests that dep nd upon national norm

for the interpretation of resUlts. The most Widely used tests measure

achievement in subject areas such as! mathe tics and EngliSh
,

From MY view at 'the College Board ;,''fear, ,as others do, that a.

dependency upon standardized tests might/supKress areas in the curriculum

that encompass humanistic concerns: Furthermot'e, the lack'of'understanding
,



to,

oe interpretation tethniques by users of the e scores producl,some
1 ' -:

.
: .

startling abus)s., such as the' unpardonable isplatement.otla k and

Spanish-speaking children in classes_for m ntally retarde4 chit :dren.'
1

StandardizedAesis:used in elementary sch ols have-beenjOun&to be.
a , 4

by and larc unsati 'factory: Strong criticisms are being made of

1their misuse for me ting demands of accountability.. "A void is seen

t

to exist between th/e, demands of accountatsilfiy. and the present stock

1

of standardiEed itistruments:" Although a test may cover a few
. -

. .

withprogram objectives, the testetare not designed i specific programs
. ,

0

in mind-, with a poor overlap occurring between the objectives the

test measures and the actual objectives of the program.
1

.

v
Sometimgs the at erintability goes beyond totally "farmirg out"

. j - r P

the evaluation.. ft.co take the form, of performance contracting.

where even the instructional activities are turned, over to an

external private.firm along with the demonstration of measurable
v

results on a standardized test. Proposed: voucher systems ad

alternative educational-systems are another form of accountability

where parents are given tuition vouchers and.allowed to choose and
.

,

pay for their children's,education'at a school of their mm choosjng.
,

These forms of accountability ditplafa latk of.trust An the.abt,lity
.... . .

A

.
ofthe school system to produce acceptable results and its willingness

.
,

. to respond to the needs of the community.
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It may 'be -that the concept of the -external evaluator may not

V
9
o 18

be workable. Evaluation is integral to planning and4it makes little`.

sense.to separite the *wo, It makes no,senseto,develop evaldation

techniquet-that,jorwhatever pol itica.l reason, are n6t applied:

Evaluattons byefternal-evaluat4on experts are being tgnored, if
). :4:

used at all: For ,evaluation to have'-anyAmpact, it must be praXiceth

7

And for it to'be pra6ticed, it must become part of the normal day-to:
. \

day activities- and ,procedures of the prectttioner-,the on-line

administrator~ and teacher; A possible solution to the dilemma

might be to ute external evaluators to audit the resdlts of

" internally developed and operated evaluation systems and their results.

The auditor' of evaluations ensures that evaluations are'prOperly

carried out. "In generdl, the auditor poks over the'evaluation

suggestg changes if:necessary, and, after amendments have been made,

approves the plans, ie monitor$ the data collection. Later, he checks

some of the analyses o ensure that they ,have been properly, performed,

Finally he reads an ea1y draft of the evaluation report; suggests

Changes, and approves the final version."

Are there any implications for the school media center, that

is the library in the accountability movement? The politics of

accountability focuses on resources and polcy-making. The existence

of the school media center and the i..ationaie'for.its existence are

outcomes of policy formulated and arrived'at by a political process.

Every time resources within a school system 41re allocated, the final budget



reflects a re-examination ofthat policy. In many cases "polic,\a,
reView, interprets the media center.as.a support element-to the more

basic departments of instruction, The media center is perceived as

C

not having a primary mission Of its own, although much lip ser,vicce

is paid to the "hubeior Center of the schobl. Right now many

New ,York City scgols have had the "spokes" removed from their hubs.'

As a support service without a mission of its own, the school- library

is :Hirst accountable to the internal 'decision-making' structure. of
`

the school- -that is--the teathers-and aditrintstratars 4,it supports!

_ *As a cost unit the school library becomes an item Of accountabiIi.
o 4,

4..to community policy makers. DO" they evaluate the libI-ary's contribtition
. ,

to the school's overall Rffectiyeness, and if they do, Alhat data do
4

they base it. on ?.* Or, do they perseivi the library as something nice

rr

that every schbol should ha"ve and leave it at that There are limits
4 6 V

to the ability of a --Cdripunity to support its Schools;and instructional

salaries are steadily Pushing the available resources-to, trose limits.

Salaries are in direct competition with monies for materials and the

materials budget'includes" classioom, sUpplies as well as the media
°

center's books, films,and'equipment.:`,,So whether you see it or not

anckwhether it's being 'done in a manner that is fair, ari evaluation

of; the school library- is carried out every time a budget is allocated.

And the process .of allocating keeps getting tougher. 'Harder questions
.

are being asked; but will the informatfon be forthcOming?'
,4
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Today's workshop. was a M fst important, step forwarckin designing

20

evalUation,systems for the-school-Media,center thatoalso provides

information for purposes of accountability. Goalswere identified

,

for the school media center that establish it as a primary instructional

unit withia missian of its own. Such goals go.'beyend the support

of the goals of other instructional units. As these gbals, become

,

translated into an internalized evaluation system for approPriate

decision-making.* the mediacenter specialsist'the information

required for accountability will be forthcoming. The'Tledia center

will be 'able to provide the type of information that is increasingly
($

being demanded by policy makers, inforMation that these policy makers

can Use to fairly evaluate the library-and appropriatelpallocate

-the required resources. The alTocation of resources to the,media

L

t

Center will then be.based on need demonstratedby objectiye evidence,
4,

and riot on an unreliable- "friends: of the bUb%lassessment,.

,the approach presented s workkhop is one that wash

used to successfullyemplement evaluatiorysystems to monitor the
t,

learning junction of:public libraries tn. nine cities. This apprach

places its major mphasis on.the directparticipatiom of librarians ,:

-providing the service'in the design of the system. It allowed

librarians to perceive the value of scientific evaluation and reduced

the distorting influences of political considerationse The final

design is one that is used, one that provides.the information needed

for decision-making, but most iMportant, one.that directly serves the

C
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.immediate cdncerns of the on-line 1,ibrarian and of the administrators.

The'extri-added plut is that italsd serves the communityls'concerns
.

fpr.acCourtability in.a painless and highly satisfaCtory manner.

The approach takes time to implemert and is, not-developed

overnight. Librarians mast first become knowledgeable in'the

techniques Of evaluation. Buethat is not enough. It is as equaqy

important to learn how to apply these techniques in politically

,sensitive environments--in some.cases, explosive environments where
ad

expeciations are high, performances low, and despair: rampant. The

technology of planned change encompasses important.political realities

.. for successfully employing the: technology-of planning and evaluation

for bridging this gap.. One tethnology can assist in introducing change,

the other in managing it. Together these two technologies provide the

school media center with the needed tnow-how for launching programs.of

.chahge to meet the,accountability co cerns of students and of the

community. What need,is there to deign, and finance new alternative

schtoismhen the potential for tuchse'rviceeijsts within the present

resources of school media'centers! Voucher systeMs allow parents to

Select alternative educational 'systems of7their own chOosirg for their

children. A similar voucher system internal to a school system might

be used to allow students.to select alternative4ftdes of )earning

through independent study by way of the school media center. The media

center serving as an alternative school for independent study can bridge

the gap in service to unserved populations within the:School. If
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.schools continue to insist on organizing themselves tp educate the

mythicaT:or fictitious average studdniT, then school media centers
' 0

might assume as one of their learning missionsithe education,dke_

bright, the bored, the drop-out,. the non - joiner,: and the individualist

who'do not average'out. Edrly warning systems caribe devised to

identify these students before they becoMe a problem. to themselvesa

the school and the community. School media centers serving them

would then have missions of their oWn centered around learning moat-

and styles of $ndependent study and specifiCally identifiable

constituencies.' For purposes'of accountability, they wouldin

most instances be-dOingsbMething soMeo.4 else iSnot and foirjsomeont

that is t,eing poorly served. As we all knOW, constituencies are

very itpotant.in the politics of accountability.

0

4 4

Such a mission for the school media center is not foreign tb

the thinking of many librarians and there are many who support the

concept. It is also not' necessarily the only one It is, however,I.
an alternative when examining godls, objectives, effectiveness;

Y.

efficiency and priorities. Today-'s exercises were meant' td demonstrate

the availability of a technology fOr dealing with s.uc,k) alternative

missions and to provide .a possibleanswer to dealing with the difficult 0

problems rai&ed by tccountability. I hope that some of your needs as

A

media center specialists have therefore been met.

0-5) or)

.


